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Application Delivery Platform
Software-defined network orchestration
for any combination of private and public
infrastructure
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Cedexis Application Delivery Platform
Making Hybrid Infrastructure Work
Modern network infrastructure combines both private infrastructure (data centers, self-managed hardware, etc.)
and public infrastructure (cloud services, CDNs, co-location providers, etc.). To deliver a truly world-class experience to consumers, while managing the economics of running a complex service, the Cedexis Application
Delivery Platform (ADP) operates as a sophisticated global traffic manager (GTM). ADP ensures content, data, and
computation is delivered by the right element of the network to ensure optimal Quality of Experience (QoE) at the
lowest cost.
Over 1,000 companies worldwide depend on the Cedexis ADP to ensure optimal delivery of modern, distributed
applications to their customers.
Unlike legacy load balancers, ADP uses more than static rules (round robin, geo-location, etc.) and server health
check-ups. Rather, it delivers on consumer expectations by combining:

Real User Measurements
The Radar user experience community takes over 14 billion measurements a day, creating a
radar

unique virtual map of the Internet, which allows ADP to route traffic around congestion and
outages.

Synthetic Monitoring
The Sonar synthetic monitoring tool ensures traditional measurements of resource readiness
sonar

(server load, packet loss, etc.) are at the heart of traffic management decisions.

Third Party Inputs
The Fusion integration engine enables the ingestion of data from essentially any source to be
fusion

used in decisions. From Application Performance Monitoring, to CDN usage and pricing, to
bespoke 3rd party analytics sources, any data can be folded into your unique traffic decisioning
algorithms.

Networks that use any combination of private and public infrastructure -which are, by definition, highly dynamic in
nature - will always need an orchestration layer that guarantees effectiveness and efficiency.
Today’s number one choice for your GTM needs is Cedexis ADP.
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Legacy ADC solutions weren’t built for public infrastructure
Before hybrid infrastructure, IT Operations teams built sophisticated, often distributed, networks that were fundamentally grounded in self-managed data centers.
Making these data centers hum, particularly as the amount of hardware increased, required the installation of local
traffic managers (LTM) - or what came to be known as Application Delivery Controllers (ADC).
Often available primarily as hardware installs, ADCs manage the traffic throughout a data center, and often across
wide area networks (WAN).
ADC solutions, however, including industry veterans and leaders like F5 and Citrix Netscaler, were not designed for
today’s modern, distributed applications. Contemporary architecture demands a cloud-native system:
a truly software-defined delivery platform that enables IT Ops, Developers, and DevOps teams to automate and
optimize without having to commit to monolithic system replacements and expenses.

Traditional ADC
Often Hardware-based
Expensive up front costs
Built only for monolithic apps

Cloud Native ADP
SAAS-based software-defined networking
Pay-as-you-use
Built for the cloud. microservices

Supports only datacenter it’s in

Supports any infrastructure, private or public

Synthetic monitoring only

Real user monitoring + Synthetic monitoring

No real user monitoring
Monitoring visibility only within/between PoPs

Optimized by real user experience data
Full network performance visibility

User-Optimized Application Delivery
The Wisdom of Crowds, Made Actionable
During the client-server era the best - and often only - way to balance load was to base decisions synthetic monitoring: simply testing which servers are available, and which are the best option from a finite pool.
Today, however, most application interactions take place within the browser, opening a new option: balancing
traffic not based on the health of the underlying infrastructure, but rather based on the quality of experience at the
point of consumption.
In today’s marketplace, what matters is no longer just whether the service is up: it’s whether the end-consumer is
satisfied with their experience.
As such, the most successful GTM solutions will necessarily take into account measurements from real users, the
better to ensure superior quality of experience. The challenge will be to find a sufficiently broad, accurate, and
real-time source of point-of-consumption data.
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The world’s largest real user experience community
Collecting data from your own consumers is necessary - but insufficient. For applications and online entry points
that are used by a distributed audience, holes can form in areas where there are only a few users at any given time;
in these circumstances, measurements from other users of other services are crucial in powering decisions that
ensure the right service, every time.
Radar is the world’s largest user experience measurement network. Radar collects real-time experience data from over 50,000 networks worldwide, including over 14 billion daily data points from
over 600 million end users. This data empowers the ADP to ensure predictive application delivery,

radar

confirming that the correct path is chosen based on real-time internet user data points, not just
your own customers.

Use synthetic monitoring data when it makes sense
Real user measurements will always tell you about the QoE received by the user - but they won’t give you a
heads-up that underlying resources are getting overloaded, have been taken down for maintenance, or are the last
remaining healthy node on a broader cluster. In other words: synthetic monitoring does not become obsolete the
moment that RUM monitoring comes into play: rather, it finds a more comfortable and effective swim lane.
Cedexis Sonar is a simple, yet powerful and real-time, synthetic monitoring tool that tracks and
analyzes the health of the underlying resources, and feeds the decisioning engine. In this way, you

sonar

can be sure that you aren’t fooled by good QoE into overloading a single end point - nor into
overusing CDN distribution when your origin is at extremely low load.

Ingest and act on any 3rd party data
Between RUM and synthetic monitoring, it is quite possible to deliver extremely high QoE, while adhering to some
core goals (e.g. balancing traffic according to predefined share percentages, always using origin when its load is
below 20%, etc.). To truly deliver on the vision of high QoE at an optimized cost, however, other data is needed:
contract pricing, usage across providers, Local Traffic Manager (LTM) data, and more.
Cedexis Fusion enables the ingestion of substantially any third party data, and comes with dozens
of integrations already in place. Pull in data from your Cloud or CDN providers; from your server
monitoring system; from your colocation provider; or simply from any JSON or HTTP GET source

fusion

www.cedexis.com
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Dozens of integrations already in place

Automated and optimized delivery
Easily-configurable business rules
Every organization has a unique set of needs, customers, and business processes. It follows, then, that every organization will have a unique set of rules that will determine how traffic is distributed across its hybrid network.
Whether emphasizing quality, economics, geographic boundaries - or any other criterion - the ability to create a
fully-customized algorithm that reflects the right priorities is at the heart of a successful solution,
The Openmix GTM engine is the decision-making brain of ADP. It can ingest and make sense of the RUM data
collected by the Radar community, real-time synthetic monitoring data flowing through Sonar, and the wealth of
3rd party statistics ingested through Fusion - and then use them all to make the right choices in real-time.
Decisioning algorithms are known as Openmix Applications: they are built in standard Javascript, and committed
to use through the Openmix portal. Each ADP customer can create and maintain a functionally limitless number of
Openmix Applications, so that each decision that gets made across each application, website, or other entry point,
is uniquely tuned to the needs of that service.
IT Ops and DevOps teams leverage the Cedexis platform to implement self-healing networks that adapt to changing infrastructure architectures and availability in real time. In short - there’s no more comprehensive, nor flexible,
way to build decisioning that thrills users, without breaking the bank.
www.cedexis.com
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Scale with your infrastructure, regardless of architecture
The Cedexis platform automates delivery irrespective of the type of infrastructure architecture you use. No matter
what combination of CDNs, clouds, or datacenters you use today (and into the future) the Cedexis platform will
optimize delivery based on your business routing rules.
If you currently utilize your own data center for delivery, it may make sense to fully utilize that capacity before
routing traffic via the public cloud. In other situations, it may make more sense to delivery via a cloud availability
zone or CDN that best serves a certain geography.
If you plan to add additional networks or clouds in the future, no additional planning is needed: Cedexis will adapt
to any infrastructure you add.

Hybrid/Multi-cloud:
Automate and optimize your cloud, avoiding unnecessary and unplanned scaling
Leverage the cloud, but only when it makes sense. Fully utilize your datacenter and use cloud vendors for
usage spikes and user-experience optimization.
Your datacenter can only be at one place at once. Balance application delivery paths based on where your
customers actually are.
Scale applications across your datacenter plus multiple cloud vendors and regions.
Multi-cloud: avoid cloud vendor lock-in and outages by delivering applications via the cloud path that makes
the most sense.

Hybrid/Multi-CDN
Balance CDN delivery based on the best user experience, in real time
Load balance your application delivery across multiple CDNs, ensuring your end users are shielded from
service degradations and outages.
Leverage origin delivery where it makes sense, and CDN delivery paths where low-latency paths exist.
Deliver the highest possible video quality to customers, based on real-time CDN switching.

DIY CDN
Increase your reach and mitigate diminished CDN performance issues when they arise
CDN peering congestion will happen. DIY CDNs can increase your reach and mitigates diminished CDN
performance issues as they pop up.
CDNs are not optimized for modern, distributed applications and dynamic content. Your own CDN lets you
cache even dynamic content, ensuring the best possible customer experience.
Private CDN frameworks can be stood up in a few hours.
www.cedexis.com
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Future-Proof Your Network
Add, remove, and manage services - without the hassles
Adding new providers or provisioned cloud services to your hybrid infrastructure - or removing those that you no
longer require - can be a highly involved process. Indeed, many customers spend hours tuning providers’ traffic
management tools, only to discover that, for all the work they have put in, they do not have the flexibility to quickly
and easily compare other services.
A cloud-native GTM solution like the Cedexis ADP means never being tied to a provider. And the easily-configurable
Openmix Applications make it a breeze to try out new providers: simply adjust your algorithm to send a small slice
of your traffic to a new contender, then monitor the results seen by your end users.
If the new provider outperforms your existing providers, simply re-direct traffic to the new from the old; if they do
not, end the experiment and move on.
The control to move traffic between providers puts you in the driver’s seat in building and managing your network.
The flexibility to add, remove, and manage your providers ensures you never cede that control to someone else’s
systems.

Built for today’s modern, distributed applications and video
The traffic that traverses the Internet today can be of many different types, from straight-up HTML, to distributed
applications, to streaming video. Each has its own unique needs and use cases.
Cedexis ADP offers distinct solutions to manage to the needs of each:

SaaS and Dynamic content
Any network that includes any mixture of private and public infrastructure can improve QoE, lower costs, and
improve control, with the Cedexis ADP. Ensure content is delivered to the expectations of the end user, without
breaking the bank on delivery costs.

Buffer Killer for Video
Research has shown time and again that slow-starting, frequently-buffering, low-quality video quickly turns consumers off, and damages the futures of video services.
Applying the Cedexis ADP for video ensures quick starting, smoothly-running, audience-pleasing experiences.

Large file downloads
Large files need to be delivered at an acceptable rate, and at a cost that makes economic sense.
Balancing between data centers and CDNs - using the least expensive route that meets quality requirements - can
significantly reduce costs, while thrilling users.

www.cedexis.com
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Automate and control your business
Cedexis ADP is software-defined networking that scales with your business.
Orchestrating the interaction between any combination of private and public infrastructure ensures you delight
your audience, while keeping costs manageable.
It also provides the flexibility you need to be able to test, add, remove, and manage all the public infrastructure
providers who contribute to your network.

Join the community

Schedule a demo

Try Cedexis

Building a faster web. For everyone. By everyone.
Cedexis provides web-scale, end-user experience monitoring and real-time traffic routing across multiple
clouds and networks.
Cedexis Radar crowdsources billions of real user measurements a day from thousands of popular websites
and mobile apps, with traffic routing services based on the insights this data provides, for the best performance, availability, or cost.
Trusted by over 1,000 global brands including Accor Hotels, Airbus, Cartier, Comcast, LinkedIn, Mozilla,
Nissan and Shutterstock.

®

Portland, Oregon

Paris, France

421 SW 6th Ave, #700 / Portland, OR 97204

15-17 Rue Vulpian / 75013 Paris

+1 855 CEDEXIS (233-3947)

+33 1 79 75 52 53

www.cedexis.com
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